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Abstract:  
 
The interaction between a stable zonal jet and a vortex is studied numerically with two one-and-a-half 
layer models, one with quasi-geostrophic dynamics, the other with shallow-water equations. In both 
models, simulations on the f-plane evidence three regimes occuring with increasing vortex strength: 
(regime 1) weak vortices do not cross the jet and steadily drift along it; (regime 2) stronger vortices 
cross the jet, tear an opposite-sign meander from the jet with which they pair as a dipole; the trajectory 
of this dipole depends on the strength of the initial vortex; since most dipoles are asymmetric, they 
veer back towards the jet axis where they are split apart in the ambient shear; (regime 3) even 
stronger vortices cross the jet and tear a vorticity filament without dipole formation. 
 
The influence of various physical parameters on jet–vortex interaction is studied. In particular, β-effect 
is not sufficient to drive all vortices through the jet. 
 
Numerical simulations show that jet crossing occurs when the maximum velocity of the vortex is larger 
than, and opposite to, that of the jet. This allows the mathematical derivation of an analytical criterion 
for jet crossing in both models, which relates the potential vorticity anomalies of the jet and vortex, the 
vortex and internal deformation radii. In the shallow-water model, an asymmetry is observed between 
anticyclones north of the jet and cyclones south of it. The role of a spatially varying deformation radius 
and of vortex cyclostrophy on this asymmetry is discussed.   
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� Review of previous work and outline

Jets and coherent vortices play an essential role in mesoscale ocean dynamics� by
carrying a large amount of heat and momentum� Jets and vortices can interact in
several manners	
� unstable jets often form vortices �e�g� the Gulf�Stream rings� which can later distort
their parent jet� Indeed� Gulf�Stream rings either drift away from the jet and slowly
die by ventilation or mixing� or they interact again with the Gulf�Stream again and
may be absorbed �Richardson� ������
� another interaction is that occuring between a strong oceanic jet �the Azores Cur�
rent� for example� and vortices formed elsewhere �in that instance� meddies generated
on the Iberian continental slope�� Such an interaction produces large meanders on
the zonal jet �K�ase � Zenk� ����
 Tychensky � Carton� ������ When the meddy
has crossed the jet� a southward meander �nally occludes and produces a surface�
intensi�ed cyclone which pairs with the meddy as a baroclinic dipole �Richardson �
Tychensky� ������

Thus� the interaction of a zonal jet with a coherent vortex is of interest for ocean
dynamics� Therefore it has been the subject of many process studies using contour
dynamics	

� in a one�and�a�half layer quasi�geostrophic framework� Stern and Flierl ������
showed that the presence of a point�vortex can induce a meander on a stable
jet
 this meander has a strength �area�integrated potential vorticity� equal and
opposite to that of the point�vortex �an analytical result in the limit of weak
eddy�jet interaction�� This interaction was simulated numerically beyond the
linear stage� but due to the lack of contour surgery� the point vortex could not
cross the vorticity front�

� in a two�dimensional framework� Bell ������ derived analytically the formulae
for the deformation of the potential vorticity front and for the motion of a point
vortex� again in the limit of weak eddy�jet interaction� The meridional position
and velocity of the vortex were related to the jet velocity and deformation� in
particular by means of integral invariants and via asymptotic expansions�

� Stern ������ revisited this problem numerically in the barotropic model� now
with a �nite�area vortex� He showed that the vortex could be entrained into
the shear ow region� a process accompanied by large �lament formation and
winding� He de�ned an entrainment velocity by dividing the area of uid en�
trained in a �xed time by the characteristic length scale of the problem
 this
velocity is proportional to the square root of the vortex circulation and to the
shear ow intensity�

� in both barotropic and one�and�a�half layer quasi�geostrophic cases� Bell and
Pratt ������ showed that a vortex could trigger strong perturbations on an
unstable jet� Such perturbations can evolve nonlinearly into dipoles which drift
away from the jet� In the case where the eddy rotation was opposite to the jet
direction� a stagnation point was noted in the vicinity of the vorticity front�
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� In the absence of an external eddy� the propagation and ampli�cation of an
initial wave on a potential vorticity front has been thoroughly studied by Stern
������� Pratt and Stern ������ and Pratt ������ for a single active layer� A
formula for the frontal deviation with respect to time and longitude was derived
for several cases �small amplitude periodic disturbances� long wave limit� and
in particular for disturbances of �nite amplitude and small curvature� The
nonlinear meandering and eddy pinching o� processes were analyzed by means
of this equation� In the special case of a uid intrusion along a coast� a vorticity
front can also exhibit lee wave formation and wave breaking �Stern and Pratt�
������

Other process studies were conducted in strati�ed ows
 they will be recalled in part
II of this paper�

Here� the interaction between a �nite�area vortex and a stable zonal jet is studied in a
one�and�a�half layer model� �rst with quasi�geostrophic dynamics� then with shallow�
water equations� This latter framework is a novelty compared with former studies and
seems necessary to take into account large isopycnal deviations associated with fronts
and eddies in the ocean� The present study focuses on the nonlinear evolutions of the
ow� for which linearized equations and perturbation expansions are not applicable�
Several questions are raised by observations and are unanswered by previous studies	
� What are the nonlinear evolutions of the jet and vortex when their respective in�
tensities and sizes are varied �
� If the vortex crosses the jet� will perturbations with characteristic wavelengths de�
velop on the latter �
� Can the crossing of the jet by the vortex be analytically predicted �
� Is ��e�ect a limiting or favoring factor of jet crossing �
� More generally� do quasi�geostrophic and shallow�water dynamics exhibit similari�
ties or noticeable di�erences in modeling this interaction �
� In particular� does the shallow�water model exhibit cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry
for jet�vortex interaction as it does for vortex merger �Valcke � Verron� ����� �
� If so� where does this asymmetry come from �
These questions motivate the present process study�

After recalling the model equations and numerics �section ��� we determine the various
nonlinear evolutions of the jet and vortex in the quasi�geostrophic model �section ��

we also derive physically an analytical criterion for jet crossing� and test our results
for sensitivity to parameter variations� In section �� the generalization of this study to
shallow�water dynamics is presented� with emphasis on the inuence of velocity and
vorticity �elds on cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry� Conclusions are given in section ��
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� Physical and numerical models

��� The shallow�water �SW� model

In the absence of forcing and of dissipation� the shallow�water equations are written
in a one�and�a�half layer model	

��t � u�x � v�y�u� fv � � g��xh

��t � u�x � v�y�v � fu � � g��yh

��t � u�x � v�y�h� h��xu� �yv� � � ���

where u� v and h are respectively the two components of the horizontal velocity and
the thickness of the active ocean layer� The reduced gravity is g� � g����� where
� is the active layer density and �� �� � is the density jump between layers� The
planetary vorticity is f � f� � �y and the relative vorticity is � � �xv � �yu�
These equations ensure conservation of potential vorticity	

q �
� � f

h

Jet and vortex dynamics are usually described in term of potential vorticity anomaly
�hereafter PVA�� computed from a state of rest	

	q �
� � f

h
� f�

H
�

� � f�
�H � �y

H � 


where H is the thickness of the active layer at rest� and 
 � h � H is the local
variation of layer thickness�

��� The quasi�geostrophic �QG� model

The quasi�geostrophic model is the limit of the shallow�water equations for weak ows
�small Rossby number Ro � U�f�L�� for comparable Coriolis and buoyancy e�ects
�Burger number Bu � g�H�f�

�
L� of order unity�� and for small meridional variation

of Coriolis parameter ���plane approximation�� The �rst two hypotheses imply that
the interface elevation remains weak compared with the active layer thickness�
In the quasi�geostrophic model� the horizontal velocity derives from a streamfunction
u � ��y�� v � �x�� with � � g�h�f�� and in the absence of forcing and dissipation�
potential vorticity is conserved	

��t � u�x � v�y�Q � ��t � J��� ���Q � � ���

where J�a� b� is the Jacobian operator� Quasi�geostrophic potential vorticity is the
analogue of shallow�water PV for small Ro and order one Bu	

Q � r�� � ��� � f

for the one�and�a�half layer model� with �� � ��R�

d � f�
�
�g�H� Rd is the internal

radius of deformation�
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��� Initial conditions

Initial conditions for both models are a zonal jet composed of two strips of constant
PVA and a circular vortex composed of a disk of constant PVA �see Figure ��� These
PVA add up in the initial conditions� but the velocity �elds do so only in the quasi�
geostrophic model� which has a linear relation between PVA and velocity�
In the quasi�geostrophic model� the vortex is anticyclonic �considering the symmetry
of the equations� and it is initially located north of the jet axis at y � yT � The PVA
distribution of the jet 	QJ�y� and that of the vortex 	QT �y� are inverted to calculate
the velocity �eld	

	QJ�y� �

�
�QJ�� � y  �

� �QJ�� � y � �
�� uJ�y� � �QJ����� exp���jyj� ���

	QT �r� �

�
�QT � jrj � RT

� � jrj  RT

�� v��T �r� �

�
�QTRTK���RT �I���r�
�QTRTI���RT �K���r�

���

where �QJ and �QT are the jumps in PVA across the jet and vortex boundaries

RT is the vortex radius
 I� and K� are the modi�ed �rst�order Bessel functions of the
�rst and of the second kind� respectively� Both vortex and jet are unconditionally
stable by virtue of the Rayleigh�Kuo�s theorem �in the quasi�geostrophic model��

The jet and vortex are also initialized with piecewise�constant PVA 	q in the shallow�
water model� so that	

� � f�
�H � 	q�H � 
��H

In this model� the vortex can be an anticyclone initially north of the jet or a cyclone
south of it� The pressure �or height� �eld is computed via the gradient�wind bal�
ance equation �the velocity divergence equation truncated at second order in Rossby
number�	

�g�r�
 � f�� � �J�u� v�

These two equations form a relation between 
� u� v which is solved iteratively� Though
it is not an exact equilibrium of the shallow�water equations� this relation minimizes
the initial generation of gravity waves� and it has already been used in numerical
models �e�g� Valcke and Verron� ������

��	 Numerical implementation

Jet�vortex interaction is studied here in a zonal channel� A contour surgery model
would be best suited to reproduce potential vorticity fronts �see Dritschel � Sar�
avanan� ���� for instance�� But such models are not yet available with prescribed
inow and radiative outow conditions which are needed to avoid spurious interaction
of unstable waves via zonal periodicity� Therefore we use �nite�di�erence versions of
the quasi�geostrophic and shallow�water models� which possess inow�outow con�
ditions� Such models have been used widely to simulate large and meso�scale ocean
dynamics �Holland� ����
 Bleck � Boudra� ������ Finite�di�erence code imply an
initial smoothing of potential vorticity fronts to avoid Gibbs� numerical instability
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�Valcke� ������ This smoothing is achieved via a four�point �lter and by the �nite
mesh of the grid
 it is limited and does not physically alter the evolution of the ow�
The computational domain is thus a zonal channel with free�slip conditions at the
northern and southern walls� An inow is imposed on the western side� while the
eastern boundary condition is radiative �Orlanski� ������ The domain size is dis�
cretized over ���x��� nodes in the quasi�geostrophic model
 the shallow�water model
domain has ���x��� points� with a sponge layer to absorb outgoing ow� Horizontal
resolution has been increased to ���x��� and ���x��� points respectively� for a de�
tailed inspection of jet�vortex interaction� The time�step is computed from the CFL
stability condition� In the shallow�water model� the variables are computed on an
Arakawa C�grid�
All model parameters are rendered dimensionless with the vortex radius RT � ��
with a unit potential vorticity jump across the jet �QJ � �
 the layer thickness
is H � �� Biharmonic friction is used in the numerical models to remove enstro�
phy accumulation at small scales	 a term ��r�u� v is added to the right�hand side
of momentum equations in system ���� and a term ��r�� to the right�hand side
of equation ���� Since the potential vorticity gradients are not in�nite� no spuri�
ous overshooting occurs when using biharmonic dissipation� At the lowest resolution
��x � �y � ������� the computational domain length is Lx � ������� the dimen�
sionless viscosity is � � ������ We have checked that physical results do not vary
qualitatively between low and high�resolution simulations�

First� these models are tested for the present study	 can the steep vorticity gradients
in the initial conditions and the radiative boundary conditions remain numerically
stable and accurate for long durations � Sinusoidal perturbations with wavelength
���k are added initially to the potential vorticity front� in the absence of the vortex�
Theory shows that these waves have a phase speed	

cr�k� � u� � �QJ

�
p
k� � ��

� u� � �QJ���

The accuracy of the phase speed is veri�ed numerically with a Hovemuller �lati�
tude�time� diagram �not shown�� Moreover� the waves are advected out of the domain
without reection at the eastern boundary�

� Eddy interaction with a zonal jet in the quasi�

geostrophic model

This section is devoted to the description and classi�cation of the various nonlinear
regimes of jet�vortex interaction on the f �plane �subsection ��� using numerical exper�
iments with a quasi�geostrophic model� These results lead to an analytical criterion
giving the condition on vortex size and strength for jet crossing �subsection ��� Fi�
nally �subsection ��� the sensitivity of this interaction to several physical parameters
�including ��e�ect� is investigated�
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��� Nonlinear regimes of jet�vortex interaction

The initial conditions of the numerical model are chosen as an anticyclonic vortex
located north of an eastward jet on the f �plane
 the case of a cyclone north of the jet
will also be mentioned� All other cases �vortex south of the jet and�or westward jet�
can be deduced from these two cases by symmetry of the quasi�geostrophic equations�
The anticyclone trajectories are studied with respect to its intensity �QT while the
other parameters are kept �xed� with values characteristic of mid�latitude vortices
�see table ��� though � � �� Figure �a presents the schematic diagram of the three
nonlinear regimes obtained with the numerical model� They are classi�ed as follows
with increasing vortex strength �QTc �the critical value for jet crossing�	
� regime � for j�QT j � �QTc �here �QTc � ����� the anticyclone is too weak to cross
the jet and it remains north of the jet
 after an adjustment period� it is advected
eastward� For weak vortices� initially distant from the jet axis� the vortex trajectories
and meander amplitudes are well described by the analytical theories �asymptotic
expansion� of Stern and Flierl ������ and of Bell �������
� regime � for �QTc � j�QT j � �QTc � 	q �here 	q � ��� � �QTc�� the anticy�
clone induces meanders on the jet� crosses it� pairs with the cyclonic meander south
of the jet and forms a dipole� This process is accompanied by strong �lamentation
and trapping of ambient uid as described by Stern ������� The dipole propagates
in directions which depend on the relative strengths of the two vortices� themselves
much inuenced by �lamentation �Figure �b��
� regime � for j�QT j  �QTc� 	q� the anticyclone crosses the jet without dipole for�
mation
 indeed the cyclonic meander forming south of the jet is too rapidly elongated
to form a strong coherent structure� The anticyclone is then advected eastward� south
of the jet axis�
These three regimes exist for a large range of deformation radii but the critical values
j�QTcj for jet crossing are sensitive to this parameter� We now analyze these regimes�

Absence of jet crossing and steady propagation north of the jet

Weak vortices �� � j�QT j � �QTc� are barely eroded during their interaction with
the jet �regime ��� After an adjustment period� the vortex propagates eastward north
of the jet axis and after a short time becomes phase�locked with a meander �Figure
�a�� If the jet meander and the vortex form a stationary state� their drift speed
�cx� cy� can be obtained by minimizing the functional

F �cx� cy� �
Z Z

jJ�� � cxy � cyx�Q�j�dxdy�

Since numerical experiments show eastward propagation of the vortex and meander�
cy is expected to be negligible compared with cx� In that case� the adjustment towards
a quasi stationary state is shown by plotting the scatter plot of its potential vorticity
Q versus the relative streamfunction ��cxy� At an early time �t � ���� this relation is
dispersive �see Figure �b�� At t � ���� which corresponds to the �nal state� minimal
dispersion is observed
 the drift speeds are then cx � ��� ���� and cy�cx � ��� �����
which con�rms our assumption of a mainly zonal motion� A quasi�stationary state is
attained�
This vortex also creates an invariant perturbation of the jet
 this perturbation can be
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characterized by its Fourier decomposition �Figure �c�� The largest modal amplitude
corresponds to mode n � �� followed in intensity by n � � and n � �� �n � kLx�����
These modes are found whatever �QT in the range given in table �� Applying this to
the Azores Current� with a deformation radius of �� km� a radius of maximum veloc�
ity of the eddy of ��km� we obtain a wavelength of ��� km for the jet meander� This
value is comparable with that ���� km� found for the Azores Current crossed by a
meddy� using successive hydrological surveys �see Figure ��� of Vandermeirsch� ������

Jet crossing and subsequent eddy evolutions

For vortices with intensity close to the critical value �QTc� eastward propagation�
north of the jet axis� ceases after a short time	 the vortex merges with the jet� A
vortex with slightly stronger intensity can cross the jet� Figure �a shows the succes�
sive steps in that process	 ��� the anticyclone is advected eastward by the jet� ��� the
anticyclone pushes the jet axis northward upstream and southward downstream� thus
creating a cyclonic vortex downstream �and a weaker anticyclone upstream�� The
cyclone and anticyclone thus form a dipole� ��� Due to the angle of the dipole axis�
its average motion is southwestward �therefore across the jet axis��

In regime �� the anticyclone pairs with the cyclone as a dipole� The size of the
cyclone conditions the trajectories of this dipole
 this size strongly depends on the
crossing velocity and on the �lamentation occuring during and after jet crossing �see
also beginning of this section�� Figure �b presents the three trajectories of regime
two obtained with the numerical model as a function of the anticyclonic � A� and
cyclonic � C� intensities� When �QT is close to �QTc� the cyclone is not strongly
deformed by the anticyclone and the dipole trajectory is mostly cyclonic until it is
split apart by the shear of the jet � C   A�� Increasing �QT � a value is reached
where the �lamentation processes a�ect the two vortices equally
 they have equal
strengths �nally � C �  A� and they translate regularly away from the jet �southward
or southwestward�� As the anticyclone intensity is again increased� its crossing of the
jet is faster so that the southward meander is strongly elongated in the shear ow
of the anticyclone� The dipole trajectory is anticyclonic before it is destroyed by the
shear of the jet � C �  A�� For all asymmetric dipoles which split apart� the �nal
trajectory of the anticyclone is eastward south of the jet axis� the cyclone moving
more slowly in the same direction�
Two examples of �asymmetric and symmetric� dipole formation are shown	
For �QT � ����� �Figure �b�� the dipole slowly rotates cyclonically and resists
breaking for a long time� The cyclone has trapped uid originating from the north
of the jet �see again Stern� ������ The negative vorticity seen around this cyclone
results from the wrapping of a �lament� The splitting of the dipole �at t � ����� is
due to the increasing shear exerted by the jet� as the dipole moves closer to the jet
axis�
For �QT � ����� �Figure �c�� the crossing of the jet is slightly more rapid than for
the previous case� since the anticyclone is stronger �cf t � ���� Filamentation leads
to a cyclone �which splits into two fragments in the shear exerted by its anticyclonic
companion� and an anticyclone with similar strengths �as de�ned hereabove�� so that
the trajectory remains southwestward� Again the cyclone is surrounded by negative
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vorticity�
In regime �� the anticyclone crosses the jet without dipole formation
 cyclonic vorticity
torn from the jet is completely sheared by the anticyclone� and forms a �lament �also
see beginning of this subsection��

��� Analytical criterion for jet crossing

We establish here a simple physical criterion for jet crossing by the vortex� The
schematic diagram �Figure �a� suggests that when the vortex crosses the jet� their
maximum velocities must be equal and opposite� so that locally a meridional motion
can dominate �occlusion of the southward meander as a cyclone or a �lament�� The
critical condition for jet crossing is thus stated mathematically	

uJ�y � �� � � v��T �r � RT � ���

which yields a critical vortex intensity �QTc

j�QJj
j�QTcj � ��RT I���RT �K���RT � ���

The asymptotic limit of this quantity� when �RT ��� is ��RT I���RT �K���RT �� ��
Note also that the velocity condition forbids jet crossing by cyclones initially located
north of the jet axis� Physically� a cyclone would induce an anticyclonic meander on
the jet and their pairing would propel the cyclone north�eastward�
The critical condition for jet crossing is plotted on �gure �d � and the results of
numerical experiments� for jet crossing by the anticyclone� are superimposed� The
agreement is surpringly good� considering the simplicity of the criterion
 indeed� the
error � is at most �� !� The interest of this analytical criterion �relation ���� is to
be dimensionless and to allow a good estimate of j�QJ j�j�QTcj according to �RT or
reciprocally�
In fact� this analytical criterion is identical to the existence of a saddle�point of the
relative streamfunction � � Uy on the jet axis� where U is the zonal velocity of the
vortex center �see also Bell � Pratt� ������ Jet crossing is possible when the saddle�
point in relative streamfunction lies on the jet axis or south of it� The di�erence with
Bell � Pratt ������ is that the jet is stable here contrary to their case� Crossing of
the jet by the vortex can be strongly a�ected by jet instability as described in part
II� Fast development of unstable meanders can prevent or accelerate this jet crossing�

��� Sensitivity to physical parameters

We test the sensitivity of this interaction and of the crossing criterion to several
physical parameters�


�
�� the initial distance between the vortex and the jet

On the f�plane� interaction between the jet and the vortex occurs only when they
are very close �less than two deformation radii apart�� Southward advection of the

�a L� norm of the relative di�erence between the analytical and numerical results
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vortex in this case can only be performed via its interaction with a meander of the
jet� The amplitude of this meander �and consequently the intensity of the southward
advection� will be weak if the vortex is initially far away from the jet� The inuence of
dissipation on this interaction is limited in all cases� and the critical vortex intensity
for jet crossing varies at most by �� ! with the distance �still yT � �Rd�� For larger
initial distances� the vortex does not reach the jet axis� whatever its strength�


�
�� the potential vorticity distribution

The phenomenology of jet�vortex interaction is not strongly modi�ed if the vortex
and jet have continuous potential vorticity distributions� as long as both features
remain fairly concentrated and stable� The crossing criterion is still that vortex and
jet peak velocities be equal and opposite signed� Barotropically unstable vortices can
be strongly altered or break before they reach the jet axis	 indeed the sheared jet
velocity excites elliptical modes of perturbation on the vortex� which are often the
most unstable modes�


�
�
 the in�uence of ��eect

For oceanic applications� the inuence of ��e�ect is now considered� In the absence
of the jet� an anticyclone would drift southwestward on the ��plane with a velocity
proportional to �R�

d� This may suggest that anticyclones would always cross eastward
jets� In fact� it is not so for three reasons	 ��� the criterion for jet crossing is that
the zonal velocities of the jet and vortex be equal and opposite
 the meridional drift
velocity of the vortex is important only to determine the crossing time ��� when
��e�ect increases� the vortex radiates energy away as Rossby waves and becomes
weaker when it encounters the jet� ��� ��e�ect restores zonal streamlines and thus
acts against the formation of meanders�
Starting with piecewise�constant jet and vortex� we assume that the vortex still has
uniform PVA when it encounters the jet �this is acceptable only if the vortex is not too
far away initially�
 if the vortex has PVA �QT when it encounters the jet at latitude
zero� its original vorticity is therefore �QT � �yT � Using this value in the f �plane
criterion� the comparison with numerical results on the ��plane is satisfactory �Figure
�e�� On this �gure� the dimensionless value � � ����� is chosen as four times that at
mid�latitudes� to obtain a noticeable inuence of ��e�ect� In conclusion� ��e�ect in
the ocean is not su�cient to make all vortices cross strong zonal jets�

� Eddy interaction with a zonal jet in the shallow�

water model

The study of section � is now generalized in the shallow�water model� where frontal
and nonlinear jets and vortices can be adequately represented� The initial conditions
of the numerical model are identical to those of section ���� Here we concentrate
on frontal e�ects �i�e� Ro�Bu 	 ��� while keeping the Rossby number moderate
�Ro � ������ Thus� large isopycnal deviations across the jet and cyclone�anticyclone
asymmetry are allowed� First� the results of numerical experiments of anticyclone�
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jet interaction are described and compared with the quasi�geostrophic results
 then�
cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry is investigated�

	�� Nonlinear regimes of jet�vortex interaction

Firstly� we have checked that both the zonal jet and the circular vortex are also stable
in the shallow�water model
 indeed� a small disturbance added to these mean ows
does not grow in a nonlinear simulation with minimal dissipation� at least for the
range of Ro and Bu considered in this study �see table ���
The three regimes are similar to those obtained in the QG model �cf Figures �a and
�b�� Numerical simulations of jet�vortex interactions show that nonlinear regimes in
the SW model bear strong similarity with those in the QG model	
� regime � for j�qT j � �qTc �here �qTc � ����	 weak vortices do not cross the jet�
and drift steadily along it� Later� the vortex is slightly deformed elliptically and
the jet undergoes a long�wave perturbation� The vortex and jet perturbation move
at the same speed� The vortex trajectory has become parallel to the jet axis� The
PVA has identical isolines as the Bernoulli function in the moving frame of reference	
B � p �� � � ���u � cx�� � v�� � f�cxy� The �nal state of jet and vortex is thus
stationary �not shown��
� regime � for �qTc � j�qT j � �qTc � 	q �here 	q � ����	 the three trajectories of
regime two� found in case QG� are also present in the SW model �Figure �b�� The
subsequent trajectories of this dipole depend on the intensity of the initial vortex�
� regime � for j�qT j  �qTc � 	q	 the anticyclone crosses the jet and simply drifts
eastward along it without pairing with the cyclone� This behavior is very similar to
that observed in the QG model�
As in the quasi�geostrophic model� varying the initial distance between the vortex
�again within a limited range� and jet or adding ��e�ect does not qualitatively modify
the jet�vortex interaction�

	�� Analytical criterion for jet crossing

We generalize the crossing criterion from the QG to the SW model� without the
cyclostrophic term for the vortex �this will be discussed later on�� As in the QG
model the condition for jet crossing is stated mathematically like ���� which yields	

j�qJj
j�qTcij �

Hi

H
��mRT I���T iRT �K���T iRT � ���

where i � � stands for the anticyclonic case� i � � for the cyclonic case� �m is a mean
inverse radius of deformation �see Appendix�� and H� and H� are the thicknesses to
the north and south of the jet �see appendix for mathematical details��
With �RT large� the asymptotic limit of relation ��� is� in �rst approximation�
H��H � ���� and H��H � ��� with �qJ � �� Relation ��� is de�ned only for
�qTci  �f��Hi	 this constraint prevents inertial or hydrostatic instabilities� This
also imposes a limit on the intensity of the anticyclone	 �qTc�  ��� Relation ��� is
implicit in �qJ and �qTci since �m and �T i are functions of �qJ and �qTci�
On �gures �a and �b� we compare the analytical criterion for jet crossing �without
cyclostrophic term� to the exact one �with cyclostrophic term�� which can be obtained
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only numerically� The comparison is very satisfactory� the errors are at most � ! for
anticyclones and �� ! for the cyclones� These results con�rm our assumption that
the cyclogeostrophic term is weak if Ro � ����� The limits of j�qJj�j�qTcij on �gures
�a and �b for �RT large are about ��� for the anticyclone and ��� for the cyclone 

these limits are in good agreement with the asymptotic limit of equation ���� ����
and ����
We now compare� on �gure �c� the analytical criterion and the results of nonlinear
numerical experiments of jet�vortex interaction in the SW model	 the error is at
most �� ! for anticyclones and cyclones 	 cyclones cross the jet more easily than
anticyclones� This asymmetry is detailed in the following subsection�

	�� Cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry

To physically understand the asymmetry between cyclones and anticyclones� several
physical reasons can be called upon	
� the ambient radius of deformation north of the jet Rd� � ���� is smaller than south
of itRd� � ���� because of the large deviations of density interface associated with the
jet� Therefore� for the same vortex �either a cyclone or an anticyclone�� the velocity
�eld will be more concentrated north of the jet than south of it� In the Gulf�Stream
area� the deformation radius is �� km north of the jet and �� km south of it �Blayo�
������
� for strong vortices� the local deformation radius is due both to the ambient strati��
cation and to the interface deviation associated with the vortex�
� cyclostrophy could be another source of asymmetry between cyclones and anticy�
clones� but we have seen that it does not play a major role for the crossing criterion�
as long as Ro is moderate�
To illustrate the cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry� we present two experiments located
in regime �	 we set j�qJ��qT ij � ���� The cyclone crosses the jet more rapidly than
the anticyclone �Figures �d and �e�
 this is in agreement with the criterion for jet
crossing	 the critical intensity of the cyclone needs to be smaller than that of the
anticyclone�
Furthermore� the anticyclonic fragment torn away by the cyclone from the jet has
a size comparable with Rd�� larger than the cyclonic one entrained by an anticy�
clone� which has R 	 Rd�� Though the initial trajectories of the cyclone �Figure
�e� and of the anticyclone �Figure �d� are comparable� both advected eastward by
the opposite�sign meander� their �nal trajectories are quite di�erent	 the anticyclone
moves southward� with a cyclonic companion of equal strength� while the cyclone
rotates around the strong anticyclonic patch that it has torn away from the jet �see
the similarity with the quasi�geostrophic result on �gure �b��
We now look for such an asymmetry in the initial conditions of the experiments� We
plot the meridional sections of the thickness H� velocity U and PVA �q for the jet
and vortex in the former two experiments �see �gures �f and �g�� In the absence
of the jet� the velocities of the anticyclone are ��� times larger than those of the
cyclone� At �rst glance� this stronger intensity of anticyclones contradicts the pre�
dominance of cyclones in jet crossing� But in the presence of the jet� the di�erence
in intensity is not only compensated but slightly reversed	 the maximum velocity
of the cyclone is now �� ! larger than that of the anticyclone� Furthermore� the
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asymmetry in deformation radii	 Rd��Rd� �
q
H��H� �

p
� leads to an asymmetry

in the sizes of torn fragments� Fluid originating from south of the jet will have a
larger radius of deformation �and thus should acquire a larger size� than that coming
from north of the jet� Therefore� this north�south asymmetry in strati�cation plays a
dominant role in the parity bias between cyclone and anticyclone interaction with the
jet� This dominant role is obviously related to our choice of a frontal jet �Ro�Bu 	 ���

Finally� we consider again cyclone and anticyclone interaction with the jet� but now
in regime �� by setting RT � ��� and j�qJ��qT ij � �� In both experiments� the
vortices do not cross the jet and are advected along the current �Figures �h and �i��
A di�erence is noticeable between the two experiments	 the deformation of the jet by
the cyclonic vortex is of greater amplitude� Again� this is due to the stronger velocity
�eld of the cyclone�

	 Conclusions

The interaction between a vortex and a zonal jet has been studied in two one�and�a�
half layer models� respectively with quasi�geostrophic and with shallow�water equa�
tions� The jet and the vortex have piecewise�constant potential vorticity� Numerical
simulations with both models show that weak vortices drift quasi�steadily along the
jet� while strong vortices can cross the jet and tear an opposite�sign vorticity patch
�often a vortex� sometimes a �lament�� These evolutions are generic	 experiments
performed with jets and vortices having continuous potential vorticity pro�les show
comparable results� as long as barotropic instability is excluded�

In most cases on the f �plane �with or without jet crossing�� the �nal vortex trajectory
is eastward and stationary relative to the jet� except when the initial vortex and its
opposite�sign companion have identical strengths� Stationarity of teh �nal state is
evidenced by plotting the relative streamfunction �or the Bernoulli function� versus
potential vorticity� When parameters are chosen to represent the Azores Current� the
meanders created by the vortex on the jet have a characteristic wavelength close to
���km �as observed for the Azores Current��

The crossing of the jet by the vortex can be predicted analytically	 the crossing crite�
rion is derived from the physical observation that the vortex must have at least equal
and opposite velocity to that of the jet on its axis� This condition on velocity leads to
a relation between jet and vortex intensities� vortex and deformation radii� For large
of �RT the limit of this criterion states that the jet and vortex must have identical
potential vorticities for crossing to occur� The equal and opposite velocity condition
for crossing also applies in the shallow�water model� The analytical criterion in the
SWE model exhibits cyclone�anticyclone asymmetry	 cyclones can cross the jet more
easily than anticyclones�

Kielmann et al� ������ analyzed the thermal front associated with the Azores cur�
rent� from infra�red images� He observed a meridional asymmetry marked by strong
anticyclonic meanders and by a warm water anomaly north of the jet� This mesoscale
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activity was con�rmed by Traon et al� ������ with altimetric data� In our model� it
was shown that the north�south asymmetry results mostly from di�erent local defor�
mation radii� But this asymmetry remains moderate and does not alter the qualitative
behavior observed in the quasi�geostrophic model�

This process study does not claim to be comprehensive� but to describe and charac�
terize the physical evolutions of a simple jet and vortex ow� An interesting extension
of this study involves unstable jets and baroclinic e�ects� For instance� baroclinic in�
stability of the jet can occur when the jet has opposite sign potential vorticity in two
active layers� This is the subject of the second part of this paper� with an application
to meddies crossing the Azores Current�
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Appendix � Analytical velocity �elds in the SW model

We de�ne the potential vorticity anomaly 	qJ of the jet by	

	qJ �
�J � f� 
J�H

H � 
J

i�e� the di�erence between total potential vorticity and that of a state of rest� in
the absence of the jet� f��H� We �rst calculate the variation of layer thickness 
J
associated with a jump in potential vorticity anomaly �qJ de�ning the zonal jet in
the absence of the vortex	

	qJ�y� �

�
�qJ�� � y  �

� �qJ�� � y � �

The geostrophic balance leads to	

�r� � ��J � 
J � aH	qJ ���

where ��J � �� �� � H 	qJ�f�� and a � f��g
��

The variation of layer thickness 
J is given by	


J�y� � a H �qJ

�
�� ���m���exp����y�� ���

�
� y  �

��� ���m���exp���y� � ���
�

� y � �

We now obtain the velocity uJ�y� � �a��d
J�dy	
uJ �y� � H�qJ����m� exp���J jyj� ���
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with ��m� � ���������������������� and ��i � f�
�
��g� Hi� � ��H�Hi� H� and H� are

the thickness the north and south of the jet� H� and H� are de�ned mathematically
with the limit of H � 
J�y� 
��	

Hi�H � � � �f���H 	qJ� � ����

We de�ne the potential vorticity anomaly 	qT of the vortex by	

	qT �
�T � f� 
T�Hi

Hi � 
T
����

i�e� the di�erence of total PV and of ambient PV� For the anticyclone �resp� for the
cyclone�� located north �resp� south� of the jet� the surrounding PV is f��H� �resp�
f��H���
We now consider the vortex� de�ned by a circular patch of constant potential vorticity
anomaly �qT � in the presence of the jet 	

	qT �r� �

�
�qT i � jrj � RT

� � jrj  RT

Neglecting cyclostrophic terms� the variation of layer thickness 
T obeys the geostrophic
balance	

�r� � ��T i � 
T � a��Hi	qT ����

where ��T i � ��i �� � Hi 	qT�f���

The solution 
T is given by	


T �r� � aHi �qT i��T i

�
RT K���T iRT � I���T i r� � �T i

�� � jrj � RT

�RT I���T iRT � K���T i r� � jrj  RT

We derive the velocity via v��T �r� � a��d
T�dr	

v��T �r� �

�
Hi �qT iRT K���T iRT � I���T i r� � jrj � RT

Hi �qT iRT I���T iRT � K���T i r� � jrj  RT

����
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Figure Captions

Fig� �	
Schematic initial conditions of jet�vortex interaction�
Fig� �	
�a� Schematic diagram showing the three dynamic regimes of trajectories for the an�
ticyclone initially located north of the jet as a function of the vortex intensity �QT �
The jet axis �PV front� is materialized by dashed lines�
�b� Schematic diagram showing the three trajectories of regime two �Figure �a� for
the anticyclone initially located north of the jet as a function of the anticyclonic  A
and cyclonic  C intensities�
Fig� �	 �i� Time�series of potential vorticity maps in the horizontal plane for regime �
��QT � ������The little square denotes the initial position of the vortex and the
thin solid line its trajectory� The jet and vortex undergo an adjustment stage until
t � ���� followed by a quasi�stationary evolution

�ii� Scatter�plots �q� � � cxy� of the vortex for regime � during the transient state
�t � ��� and during the quasi stationary evolution �t � ����

�c� Time�evolution of the �rst �ve zonal modes of perturbation on the jet� during the
interaction with the vortex ��QT � ������ Mode n � � is the most representative
of the interaction�
Fig� �	
�a� Schematic diagram showing four stages of jet crossing by a vortex in the quasi�
geostrophic model and in the shallow�water model

�b� Potential vorticity maps in the horizontal plane for regime �a ��QT � ������ at
times t � ��� ��� ��� and ����

�c� Potential vorticity map in the horizontal plane for regime �b ��QT � ������ at
times t � ��� and ���� A symmetric dipole is formed and drifts southwestward

�d� Comparison of the analytical criterion for jet crossing �solid line� with the non�
linear evolutions of the anticyclonic vortex in the numerical quasi�geostrophic model

$N$ indicates trajectories north of the jet� $S$ represents jet crossing

�e� Comparison of critical values of vortex intensity for jet crossing with analytical
criterion for � � ����� �dashed lines with circles�� and analytical criterion for � � �
�solid line��
Fig� �	
�a� Comparison between the analytical criterion for jet crossing by the anticyclonic
vortex �solid line� and the numerical criterion resulting from SWE model �solid line
with circles� with respect to strati�cation� The quasi�geostrophic analytical criterion
is recalled �dashed line�

�b� as �gure �a with cyclonic vortex�
�c� Comparison between the analytical criterion for jet crossing �the anticyclones�
solid line with stars and the cyclones� solid line with crosses� and the nonlinear evolu�
tions SWE model �the anticyclones� solid line and the cyclones� solid line with dots�
with respect to strati�cation� The quasi�geostrophic analytical criterion is recalled
�dashed line�

�d and e� Time series of potential vorticity anomaly in the SWE model for the inter�
action of an anticyclone �d� or of a cyclone �e� �j�qJ��qT ij � ���� with the zonal jet

�f and g� Meridional sections of interface deviation �compared with unity layer thick�
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ness at rest�� zonal velocity and potential vorticity anomaly� for the initialisation of
the anticyclone without jet �f�� � and �� or cyclone without jet �g�� � and ��and
for the initialisation of the anticyclone�jet �f�� � and �� or cyclone�jet �g�� � and ��
interaction

�h and i� Time series of potential vorticity anomaly in the SWE model for the inter�
action of an anticyclone �h� or of a cyclone �i� �j�qJ��qT ij � �� with the zonal jet�
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Tables

�QT � yT �

������ �� ������ ���� ����� ���� ��� ������

Table �	 Ranges of variations for the ow parameters in the quasi�geostrophic model	
potential vorticity of the vortex� internal radius of deformation� initial jet�vortex sep�
aration and planetary potential vorticity anomaly� Note that �QJ � �� RT � ��

�qT Ro Bu yT

������� �� ������ ����� ������ ����� ����� ����

Table �	 Ranges of variations for the ow parameters in the shallow�water model	
potential vorticity anomaly of the vortex� Rossby number� Burger number� initial
jet�vortex separation� Note that �qJ � �� RT � ��
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FIG.2b
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